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to this mechanical operation, steam is alternately admitted to and exhausted
from the ends of steam chest by ports e and e', operating the pistons b and b'.
The pump being at rest, with the valve A covering the main steam ports
/ and/', the cam c holds the valve by means of valve pin D, so that ports e
and e' admit steam to one end of chest and connect the other end with
exhaust port; the steam acting on valve pistons will move valve pistons and
valve, opening main ports/ and/', admitting steam to one end of the steam
cylinder and opening the other end to the exhaust.
Steam being admitted to cylinder by one of the main ports, as/in illus-
tration, the steam piston, cam, valve, &c., will move in direction indicated
by arrows. The first movement of the cam will be to oscillate the valve,
preparatory to bringing it into proper position for the opening of the auxiliary
steam port e to live steam and ef to exhaust, and secondly, to bring the valve
to its closure (mechanically) slightly before the end of the stroke of main piston
(thereby causing slight cut-off and compression), and fully opening auxiliary
port e to steam and ef to exhaust. By the admission of steam to one end of
chest, the other being open to exhaust, the valve pistons will move valve to
such position as will allow the admission and exhaust of steam to and from
cylinder for the return stroke.
With regard to the water end of direct-acting steam pumps, the design
varies according to the pumping duty on the lines already indicated for
various requirements. The ordinary trade pump is generally fitted with
multiple valves of the types (fig. 5, a and b) already described, and larger
pumps are fitted with pot valves or any of the other types indicated for such
services as are demanded.
Boiler-feed Pumps.—The reciprocating boiler-feed pump is simply
a small size direct-acting steam pump, and all the types just referred to are
used for boiler feeding. Certain requirements affecting reliability, pro-
portions of steam-piston diameters to plunger diameters, materials to deal
with hot water, Sec., are called for with boiler-feed pumps, and therefore
many firms make a distinct line for this purpose quite apart from their
ordinary trade pumps.
A conspicuously efficient boiler-feed pump is that made by Messrs.
G. & J. Weir, Ltd., Glasgow, and shown in section in fig. 21. The steam
valve is of the shuttle type, controlled by an auxiliary valve which is itself
actuated by levers connected with the common piston rod. The water valves
are of the Weir group type, made of bronze and with Admiralty gun-metal
seats. The pump rod is of cold rolled manganese bronze, and the plunger
of gun-metal fitted with special ebonite packing.. Other forms of this pump
include tandem compound and twin compound designs, both of which
naturally give a greater steam economy than the single-cylinder pump.
The special Weir features have also been embodied in designs of pumps for
general purposes and hydraulic pressure service.
Waterworks and Drainage Pumps.—For general waterworks and
public supply purposes, and for town drainage, all forms of pump are used,
according to the special conditions at the site, the volume and water pressure

